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"Scutulis Dividere Gallia": Weaving on Tablets in Western Europe
Carolyn Priest-Donnan

Tablet weaving is a structurally intricate, flexible art indigenous to pre-industrial
Europe and northwest Asia. It has been used to reinforce the borders of woven textiles as
well as to create sturdy, often decorative bands used as strapping, belts, a variety of
gannent trimmings, and ecclesiastical vestments. To some extent the history of tablet
weaving can be correlated with the history of costume.
There are no known early written sources describing how to tablet weave,
although a few sources make reference to an art which may be tablet weaving. Historical
depictions of tablet weaving are few, and most are fraught with ambiguities. While a few
precious pieces have survived the ravages of centuries in sheltered collections, the most
reliable infonnation about the methods and uses of early tablet weaving still comes from
the discipline of archaeology.

Origins of the Technique
Two thousand years ago, in his Book 8 of his Natural History, Pliny credited the
Gauls with the development of a specific type of weaving: "Plurimis vero ficUs texere
quae polymita appelant, Alexandria instituit, scutulis dividere Gallia. [Truly Alexandria
introduced weaving using a lot of threads that they call 'polymita,' Gaul dividing with
little shields.]"l Experts differ over the meaning of the tenn "scutulis," offering two
possible interpretations. It is clear that the word means "little shields," but whether the
little shields refer to weaving tablets or to checks on the face of a textile is considerably
less clear. John-Peter Wild once suggested that it·might mean both tablet weaving and a
checkered fabric or tartan, 2 but later stressed the tartan interpretation. 3 Peter Collingwood
seems to support the tablet weaving interpretation. 4 Some have since tried to credit the
Egyptians with the invention of tablet weaving, on the basis of a single unusual band.
However, Collingwood's careful structural analysis of the so-called Rameses Girdle
disproved the notion that it was tablet woven. 5
In fact, no identifiable remains of tablet woven textiles date back any earlier than
some Hallstat Celtic finds from the sixth century BCE. 6 Further, although the Hallstatt
Celts do not seem to have been the first group of people in the world to weave a plaid or
checkered fabric, 7 they do seem to have been the first group in Europe to have woven
multicolored plaids, as well as the first group in the world to have woven plaids in any
quantity, beginning around three thousand years ago. 8 Thus, whether he understood
"scutulis dividere" to mean tablet weaving or tartan weaving, it seems that Pliny may
possibly have been correct in a greater historical sense than he knew when he cited the
Celts as its inventors.
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It is unclear how the technique arose of using a tablet to control sheds. Perhaps
someone was searching for a way to mechanize twined work. The only thing that is clear
is that from its apparent beginnings the technique of tablet weaving has been linked with
the use of the warp-weighted loom. Use of the warp-weighted loom necessitates a
header band that is woven separately and then attached to the cloth beam. The weft of
the header band hangs down and is weighted, becoming the warp of the larger textile.
The earliest known headings consisted of a plain tabby band; the weft was pulled through
the band shed in a loop, giving the band a basketweave or half-basket texture.

By the sixth century BCE, weavers in the Hallstatt culture in Austria were
incorporating tablet woven headings into their warp-weighted textiles. 9 Tablet woven
headings remained one of the most common features of warp-weighted loom woven
textiles north of the Alps, although they never entirely replaced basketwoven headings.
In the area around the Baltic the technique was used well into the thirteenth century CE,
long after the introduction of the horizontal loom in that area. 10 Among the cultures
using the warp-weighted loom, tablet weaving also took a place in the repertoire of
selvedge techniques, and sometimes even closing borders were tablet woven. The
general tendency to frame textiles with contrasting borders (whether integral or applied)
seems to derive from areas where the warp-weighted loom was used, II and may be due to
the influence of tablet weaving.
There is no trace of tentativeness or novelty in the earliest extant pieces. Along
with the plain header bands in the earliest finds' are found freestanding decorative bands
in complex polychrome weaves. The Celtic chieftain's grave from Hochdorf, one of the
sixth-century BCE sources for tablet woven textiles, revealed several types of tablet
woven structures, including two distinct forms of double-faced weave. Some of the
patterned bands were executed in 2-ply wool thread approximately O.25mm in
diameter,12 about the same thickness as modem all-purpose sewing thread. Surely here is
a textile technique that had a long history of use and development before we become
aware of its existence in the sixth century BCE.
Scandinavia, with its pre-existing tradition of band weaving, 13 seemingly took fire
at the adoption of the warp-weighted loom there by approximately the third century CE.14
This is precisely the time corresponding to the zenith of tablet weaving as an adjunct
technique to warp-weighted loom weaving in northern Europe. At that time the
Prachtmantel, a high-status cloak worn by some Germanic men, stood as the highest
form of the warp-weighted weaver's art. Elaborately designed in various color-andweave twills, it was bordered on at least two and sometimes all sides by wide integral
tablet woven borders edged with thick fringes. Given such inspiration, it is not surprising
that several centuries of wildly experimental tablet weaving followed in Scandinavia,
marked by various types of polychrome weaves executed in fine threads as well as by
precious metal brocading.
The tools of tablet weaving are few: a pack of roughly identical tablets, a beater,
and some form of tensioning the warp. By the ninth century at least one form of
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bandloom had evolved that was specifically used for tablet weaving. It was a simple pair
of upright posts, connected at the bottom and reinforced with a second transverse piece
partway up. The weaver sat alongside it and stretched her warp between the two posts.
The earliest known remains of such a loom were found in the Oseberg ship burial in
southeast Norway, dating to 834 CE. Later medieval and early Renaissance depictions
from France and the Low Countries show a variety of looms of similar type. 15
Early polychrome bands seem to have been a mark of high status. This suggests
that the bands were valued for their decorative effects of color and contrast against the
subtly textured twills of the Iron Age. Before the Migration Age very finely spun wool,
dyed in bright colors, was the epitome of raw materials; accordingly, the complex figured
bands from that period are all gaily colored. Later, the effects of imported materials and
their implied higher status on production were great. As they became available, silk and
high-quality metallic threads became the elements of higher-status tablet weaves. For
example, in fifteenth-century London many working-class girdles were tablet woven of
undyed silk thread 16 rather than utilizing the brighter colored, yet lower status, worsted
wool that was widely available.

Types of Weaves

Peter Collingwood's The Techniques of Tablet Weaving, first published in 1982,
introduced a typology of tablet woven structure illustrated with historical pieces. Egon
Hansen's work at the Pre-Historic Museum at Moesgaard and his resulting book, the
most significant publication on the subject since Collingwood's, focused more on early
and medieval techniques in north Europe. Collingwood and Hansen make it crystal clear
that early and medieval tablet weavers thoroughly understood and exploited the
possibilities inherent in the structure of tablet weaving. Indeed, Collingwood saw in
historical weaves "an almost wilful pursuit of complexity." 17 But rather than simply
rehash Collingwood's or Hansen's work, it is more appropriate here to focus on a few of
the more lasting, widespread, or imitative techniques of early and medieval European
tablet weaving.
"Plain weave," or warp twining, is defined as continuous turning of the pack of
tablets in the same direction. It can have a number of different textures, depending on
the direction in which the tablets are threaded. Standard historical variations of warp
twining include alternately threaded, threaded alternately in groups, S-threaded, Zthreaded, and any of the previous with the inclusion of color effect. Alternate threading
was the most common for warp twining throughout the period under examination, both
for use on the warp-weighted loom and for independent band-woven textiles. This is
likely to have been the case because it is the most structurally sound, resisting the
corkscrewing effect evident in bands threaded all in the same direction. It also has a
pleasant appearance similar to stockinette knitting, which led to some early identification
errors in textile collections. 18 Monochrome plain weaves and their variants form the
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preponderance of early and medieval tablet weaves, possibly due to the high number of
integral borders and simply woven brocaded bands that survive.
Freestanding tubular tablet weaves, a small but interesting medieval group, were
executed in plain warp twining, 19 some with color effect. 20 Integral tubular weaving could
also be added to a textile during a finishing phase to reinforce areas where heavy wear
was likely. Some medieval garment edges and pouch openings were treated thusly.21
A basic but effective modification of monochrome warp twining involved
creating a design by reversing the twining of the pattern cords only, producing a pattern
twined in one direction with a border of warp floats on a background twined in the other
direction. In indirect light this simple form of twist-patterning is quite striking and
resembles damask. In the ninth or tenth century the technique was used to weave
inscriptions. 22 The belt of Philip ofSwabia, dated to about the end of the twelfth century,
includes areas of textured checks executed in twist-patterning. 23
Threaded-in patterns are occasionally represented among early and medieval
tablet weaving. A threaded-in pattern is threaded such that turning in a prescribed order
(continuously forward, or four forward, four back, for example) results in the pattern
automatically emerging. Such a band may include as many different colors as there are
holes in the tablets that created it. Historically, the technique was most commonly
evident in selvedges. Tiny checkerboard and chevron patterns are simple to execute in
warp twining and add a nice little fillip to more complex main motifs.24
Some examples exist of all-over threaded-in tablet weaves. The earliest is a
simply-patterned strap end from the early Anglo-Saxon period exhibiting a single
repeating lozenge. 25 It was woven with half the tablets idling during each pick of the
weft, so that one would tum only the even or the odd numbered tablets at anyone time.
The resultant texture is composed of offset half-chevrons slanted alternately Z- and
S-wise.
This general technique of idling tablets was also used later in two or more colors
to create simple patterns based on diagonal motifs.26 A similar weave executed in
double-cloth is known from around the tum of the fourteenth century. 27 In the fifteenth
century, the technique was used to make glossy monochrome silk girdles/ 8 likely in
imitation of satin. 29
Double-faced weaves were also practiced. In the most common varieties of
double-faced weaves, the tablets are threaded in a standard draft of two colors and then
turned in a specific repeating sequence to achieve a specific type of textured ground. To
create a pattern, selected tablets are turned in the opposite direction from the tablets
weaving the ground. The resulting textile displays on its face patterns in one color with
floats correctly aligned against a background of the other color; on its reverse the same
patterns appear in reverse, with the opposite color scheme and with all floats reversed.
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The most difficult but showy of the double-faced weaves is 3/1 broken twill,
woven in a turning sequence involving grouped tablets, grouped forward and back turns,
and individual tablet manipulation. The first known occurrence of the weave is on
Hochdorf Band B. Then there is a gap of some centuries before we know of another
band woven in the same technique, the third-century CE band from Setrang, Norway. 30
Double-faced bands in the 3/1 broken twill technique then continued to be woven until at
least the twelfth century, possibly as a way to mimic the appearance of samitum,31 a
compound silk twill exported from Byzantium. The technique vanished at about the
same time samitum ceased to be an important luxury textile. Modern tablet weavers have
revived interest in this ancient weave, designing new motifs for it as well as copying
ancient ones.
A second major type of double-faced weave, commonly called "double-face
double-tum," also dates back to Hochdorf Band B. Woven similarly to 3/1 twill, but with
a different method of tablet grouping, it has a more coarse ground weave with a
characteristic bricked appearance caused by paired warp floats. Threadings varied and
had a minor effect on the ground texture: alternate threading was the most common.
Although easier to weave than 3/ I twill, it was apparently somewhat less common,
perhaps because it lacked the twill texture. A Scottish seal tag from the late twelfth
century32 is the earliest medieval example, and the technique becomes more important
later in the Middle Ages. In the fifteenth century the technique was used to produce not
just patterned bands/3 but monochrome ones as well.
The most challenging of all the historic techniques are the ones that require
freehand turning sequen~es for each tablet. They produce complex motifs on the top of
the textile by exploiting the regularly repeating color sequences formed by warp twining.
Freehand forward and backwards turns affects the twist direction, color sequence, and
length of every tablet's float individually. The most intricate of these techniques
involves threading each tablet in four colors and is often colloquially known as the
"Snartemo" technique, after the earliest known example from Grave V at Snartemo,
Norway, about the late fifth century CE. 34 Bands in related weaves were being woven,
mostly in Scandinavia, as late as about the thirteenth century.35
A tremendous number of other techniques existed in the Middle Ages, some of
which are still commonly practiced today;,6 but space considerations preclude further
discussion.

Supplementary Ornamentation
At around the end of the Roman period in northern Europe, tablet weavers began
experimenting with several supplementary weft techniques. 37 In Scandinavia during this
period some weavers used dyed horsehair in tapestry and weft wrapping techniques over
idling tablet warps. It strongly resembled late Roman tapestry weaving 38 and may have
been a direct imitation of the tapestry woven decorations popular on Roman tunics. The
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fact that these Scandinavian bands were also used on garments 3Y supports such a
hypothesis. The technique was short-lived but executed with a high degree of precision:
one woman who reproduced some of this type of weave for a museum estimated
production time at one millimeter per hour. 40
Some of the most visually impressive medieval tablet woven bands are the
brocaded ones. A rich surface effect similar to embroidery distinguished brocaded tablet
weaving, while the ground weave was almost always in a variety of plain warp twining.41
The main function of the ground weave of a brocaded band is to provide a solid,
predictable foundation for the brocading weft. Accordingly, the focus of the weaver's
concentration was not on the creation of an elaborate color-and-weave interlacement~
instead, the weaver focused on the ancillary technique of inserting the brocading weft or
wefts. The methods of brocading themselves were structurally (if not visually)
unremarkable, virtually identical to brocading methods used on other types of textiles. 42
While it is impossible to know much for certain about how tablet woven or
brocaded patterns were designed, remembered, or transmitted, there may be a clue in
several brocaded bands found in Scandinavia. The brocading patterns for these bands
depended on visual prompting inherent in the ground weaves. In a group of bands found
at ninth- and tenth-century Birka, Sweden, two adjacent threads of each tablet's cord
were inexpensive bast and the other two were expensive silk. The tablets were arranged
so that silk was always adjacent to bast. Brocade wefts were used double, thrown only
every second pick of the ground weft, and" could only be tied down by any particular
tablet when the two silk threads were uppermost on that tablet (i.e, once every four turns
of the tablet). The result is a heavily geometric pattern relying on lozenges and other
diagonal motifs.43 An English brocaded band of the mid-fifteenth century was also
brocaded over intermixed linen and silk threads,44 so the idea was not isolated in either
location or time.

The Eclipse of Tablet Weaving
In the thirteenth century most of the places that had not yet abandoned the warpweighted loom were transformed by the revolution in textile technology that swept
Europe. In those few areas that retained the warp-weighted loom for specific uses, plain
corded or basketweave headers replaced tablet woven headers. As a result tablet
weaving was never again practiced as a matter of course in the production of larger
textiles.
The adaption of multi shed looms offered a quicker method of mechanizing
complex weaves, reducing the demand for laboriously handwoven patterned bands.
Accordingly, after a last gasp of technical virtuosity in the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries, freestanding tablet weaving declined somewhat in structural complexity. The
wild profusion of experimental, polychrome, and textured structural weaves which had
marked the earlier era virtually vanished, and no new weaves were popularized.
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Tablet weaving survived this great change by becoming an increasingly rarefied
and specialized textile art. Brocading survived due to its elite patronage, while utilitarian
forms of tablet weaving, performed as piecework, became the means for urban women to
earn an income, along with many other forms of silkwork. 45 Some of the weave
structures common in earlier centuries were abandoned or simplified. Tablet weaves
also began to be combined with tabby weave to create silk ribbons for garment
trimmings. 46 Upon the popularization of certain more elaborate forms of passementerie
and lace in the sixteenth century, tablet weaving even lost its place as a costume
trimming. Although tablet weaving has been practiced as a living art in many parts of
the world since then, it has only been in the twentieth century that Europe has become
mindful of its long tradition of excellence in tablet weaving.
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